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Vol. '8, No. 10

tudant anata Elections
This Monday & Tuesday

Candidates:
1) Gregory Kmiec
2) Dorothy Pierpaoli
3) Timothy M. Coogan
4) Merle Liberman
5) Micki Dudzik
6) Marshall W. Richey
7) Allan J. Zwierzko
8) Dave Austern
9) Arnie Sandler
10) Mary C. Roche
11) Steve Goldstein
12) Gerald Daniel
13) Jules E. Beuck
14) Bert Loebmann
15) William Placzek

16) George Crowley
17) Brian Kilmnick
18) Laurence Neff
19) Pat Szymczak
20) John Forde
21) Rich Giardina
22) Paul P. Sipiera
23) Mark Faitek
24) Kathy Vick
25) Caryn L. Spayer
26) James E. McGrath
27) Roger Friz
28) Jon S. Newby
29) Clifford Wagner
30) Chris Eirich

Student Senators will be elected next Monday and Tue_sday, March 22 and 23. The election will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday. To be eligible to vote,
students must present their student I.D. cards
at the voting areas. Each student may vote for
as many as 25 of the 45 candidates. The 25
candidates receiving the most votes will win.
The above list of candidates is an incomplete
one, as the deadline for filing petitions for candidacy is 3:00 p.m. this Friday. The candidates
are listed in the order which their petitions were
received.

31) Thomas V. Yagnisis
32) Al Lamirand
33) John Przekota
34) Kathy Moore
35) Phil Raffaelli
36) Dan Creely
37) John Gaughan
38) Bruce J. Knudsen
39) Lynn Ross
40) Linda Lease
41) Jane McGann
42) James H. Cunneen
43) Alan McDougle
44) Michael D. Molick
45) Annabel G. McFall

*********

HAVE YOUR SAY

*********

*********
Also In This Issue:
-Looking into like it is-p. 2
-Crime in the locker room-p. 3
-BMOC results-p. 4
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is''
The following article was written by Dan Kann, a
graduate student at NISC, with information contributed by Tim Coogan, who is also a student here.
Both Dan Kann and Tim Coogan are not members
of the PRINT staff The opinions expressed in this
article do not represent the views of th e majority of
PRINT staff members.

Public tax money and money from student tuitions
are being mismanaged at NISC. The Northeastern
publication entitled, Like it is, is the source of this
mismanagement. This publication, which began appearing a few months ago is costing the taxpayer as
well as the student a good deal on money. The questions become who is this publication serving, what is
its purpose, and how much are the citizens of Illinois
being charged. These are the questions that seemed to
need answering, the following is the closest that could
come to these answers.

.. .Like it is, is published for the purpose "to show
Northeastern in the best light possible," according to
Gerald Cannon, Director of Public Information at
Northeastern . In an interview to which he graciously
consented. He further stated "You might consider me
part of the administration, and as part of the administration I don't want to look for controversy, I want
the school to be publicized in a favorable way ." Mr.
Cannon also intimated that one of the reasons for
... like it is, coming to be was that the Print did not
service the entire community. He expanded this by
saying "there is little faculty or administrative'news
in the Print, it was felt that there should be some
publication to cover this area. The administration
also felt since the Print was a newspaper run for a few
students, there was no assurance their views would be
published." Cannon went on to explain .. .Iike it is was
an attempt to combine the Faculty Newsletter and
Faculty Bulletin previously published through Mrs.
Frances Duffie of the Information Center as well as
give the administration a forum to express their view
point.

The Budgeting oP'Like it is"
After the interview with Mr. Cannon it became
important to discover who exactly was financing ...
like it is and how much it was costing. In order to
clarify these questions, an interview with Dr. William Lienemann, vice-president for ·Administrative
Affairs, was arranged. Dr. Lienemann repeated that
"...like it is is needed for expression of faculty views,"
that "the Print does not act as a community paper it's
run by a few students who could refuse to print any
item ." When asked how much it cost to publish ...like
it is, Dr. Lienemann responded " very little." When
Mr. Cannon had been presented with the quest on if
the cost of publishing .. .like it is, had increased the
budget of the Department of Public Information significantly he answered in the negative pointing out
that costs for printing plates and paper only came to
$150 an issue, or approximately $7,200 a year (this
consists of 48 weekly issues based on 8 pages per issu e). Returning to Dr. Lienemann the question was
asked "where did this money come from?" Dr. Liene-

mann said the money for ...like it is came from "the
state legislature." When asked if the funds were therefore "public tax monies" Dr. Lienemann coughed,
cleared his throat and took great pains to explain that
"public taxes" was the wrong term to use, indeed he
would not call these "a_p_propriated funds from the
general revenue fund public money." He went on to
courteously explain that the money used for .. .like it is
came from the Board of Governors and could be used
for academic affairs , student affairs, or administrative affairs, and since .. .Like it is was part of the
administrative affairs that's where the money came
from. "Furthermore," he continued, " ...Like it is"
costs very little money to publish and most of that
money would be transferred from the Information
Center under Mrs . Duffie ." The reason for that was
since Mrs. Duffie was no longer publishing the "Faculty Newsletter" and "Faculty Bulletin" the money
allocated to her department would be transferred to
the Public Information D epartment in order to cover
the cost of .. .Like it is.
T aking leave of Dr. Lienemann and thanking him
for the interview, the next step became the Information Center and Mrs. Frances Duffie. Mrs. Duffie
answered all questions in a most cordial and candid
manner. "Did she have funds allocated to her department for the printing and publishing of the Faculty
Newsletter and Faculty Bulletin?" "No", she answered, "I never asked for extra funds; we printed
both within our existing budget." "I felt there was
need to publish information about meetings and accomplishments of the faculty and staff." "Was ... Like
it is suppose· to take the place of her two publications?" "Yes," she replied, "they wanted a more professional paper, they hired Shirley Harris to run the
paper, (Shirley Harris is the editor of .. .Like it is) since
we put out our bulletins by myself and the help of
student aids." "As far as you know Mrs. Duffie has
your budget been cut, or any funds transferred to
Public Information?" Mrs. Duffie answered she neither knew of any fund custs or transfers or expected
them.
The results of these conversations raised some ugly
questions ; some one wasn't telling the truth. Mr . Cannon had insisted all personnel working on .. .Like it is
were already employed at the college in other areas
' ;md ...Like it is was merely a n addition lo share workload. Dr. Lienemann had backed this assertion by verifying that the school hadn't hired anyone just to work
on .. .Like it is. But then Dr. Lienemann had been
contradicted on the cost of .. .Like it is, and the shift of
funds to accommodate the cost.
Furthermore, his deliberately attempting to muddy
the question_of public tax monies was cleared up by
two political scientists at Northeastern who unequivocally stated the money used for ... Like it is was
public tax ·money. This would seem to make Dr.
Lienemann a somewhat impeachable source.

Budget Increased $40,560
The next step was to find out how much of the
public money was being used to publish ... Like it is.
Mr. Cannon had asserted $150 per 8 page issue was
the price. In checking the. budget for the Department
of Public Information there were no figures on the
cost of ... Like it is, the reason being that the budget

was not completely itemized. The budget itemized salaries and contractual services but nothing .definite on
the cost of ... Like it is. Yet there was something unquestionably of interest, the Department of Public
Information prints Catalogues, News Releases, the
President's Letter, and schedule books. All of these·
were printed last year (fiscal 1969-70) at a cost
$3 7,3 70, whereas the major addition to their work
this year was ... Like it is and their budget (for fiscal
1970-71) was $77,930. Here we have before your eyes
ladies and gentlemen a near doubling of the budget
for Public Information, and what is even more startling the salary of Shirley Harris who is the edior of
...Like it is isn't included . Mrs. Harris who was hired a
very few weeks before the first issue of ·... Like it is
freely admitted that 80% of her time is taken up wit h
the publication of ...Like it is. Mrs. Harris had ostensibly been hired to write news releases but from the
beginning had been given the job of running ... Like it
is. If Mrs. Harris spends 80% of her time on ... Like it
is, it is safe to assume that 80% of her full time civil
service salary is also being spent on running ... Like it
is. When Mrs. Harris was asked how much time Gavriel Podolak (Art editor) of ... Like it is spends on the
paper, she responded, "not much, Sue Gordon was
hired as his assistant, she spends maybe 50 % of her
time on the paper." What all this meant was in
additio n to the $77,930 budget there are parts of two
more salaries to add before the budget is complete.

"Like it is" to replace Print?
What we have here is an attempt to use public tax
money on a propagandistic campaign to lionize the
administration of NISC through a public relations
drive in .. .Like it is. What is even more insidious is the
attempt to place ...Like it is as the sole school newspaper. Pressure has been exerted on the Print,
through budget cuts and suggestions of certain administrators, that the Print become independent.
That means the Print would no longer be eligible for
sudent fee money, and would have to raise its
revenue through advertisments. The result would be
the demise of the Print, leaving ... Like it is, an administrative run newspaper, as the lone newspaper at
Northeastern expressing a ,biased and colored view.
This threat to eliminate student run press is both pernicious and calculated si.nce the Executive Council
(which consists of the President, Vice-Presidents, a nd
all deans) gave its blessing to the publishing of .. .Like
it is. Equally harmful is the use of public tax money
to support a public relations campaign to improve the
image of Northeastern and her administration . ... Like
is, is overly expensive and very much repetitive of the
Print. Before the administration authorizes the expenditure of $77,000 plus for a face liftingjob, during ,
a time when money for education is becoming scarcer, it is suggested that they utilize existing medias ·
before creating new ones. Let it further be suggested :
that a detailed itemization of cost for ... Like it is be
given as well as man hours spent for its publication.
It must be repeated that the reasons given for the
publication of this paper, that is to present the administration's point of view, and give faculty and
staff information, does not deserve the expenditures
made to publish ... Like it is. The taxpayer should
not have to pay for administrative propaganda.

QUOTA
Department of public
inf ormation-hudget

HI! llKE MOST (a()OD
RMERlCANS
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1969-1970 1970-1971

bOlNG

PERSONAL SERVICES

Cannon, Gerald
Rottman, Sheila

Ri back, Jack

MY SHRRE TO POLLUtE

O munsky, Estelle
Katz, Donna
Podolak, Gabriel
Stephenson, Mike

ARE YOU 'OOINC. '(O

~ft

22,520
11,840
0
34,360

Sec. fl, Transcribing
Sec. II , Transcribing
Graphic Arts Designer
Photographer 11

6,000
5,280
0
0
11,280.

6,420
5,580
12,840
8,220
33,060

Student Help
TOTAL PERSONAL SERVICES
OTHER SERVICES

~~A

~~ ~ ~~'1, ~ rM'~ -~~~
«...::)

17,000
9,000
2,280 .
28,280

CIVIL SERVICE

OUR E.NV1R0Nt1ENT.

cm

Director, Public Information
Publications Officer
Coordinator, Public Relations

Contractual services
. Travel
Commodities
TOT AL OTHER SERVICES
TOTAL DEPARTMENT REQUEST
EQUIPMENT REQUEST
REQUESTED BY: Gerald Cannon, director
information from: N ISC I 970-71 Internal Budget

--2fil

~

40,520

68,380

2,000
250

7,000
550
2,000
9,550
77,930
1,200

~

2,850
37 ,370
0

The Counceling Center
Announces New Programs
For .the College Community
I. A Two Week Seminar in Human Potential Will Be Held Beginning
March 23.
The Human Potential Seminar will attempt to facilitate greater understanding of one's own strengths. The Human Potential experiences
will concentrate on positive experiences and feelings. The "here and
now" is more relevant than dwelling on one's past.
The Seminar will be conducted Tuesday and Friday from noon to
I :00 p.m. with Richard Chiles. From 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. seminars
will have Dr. Tom Johnson. Miss Dorothy McCreery will have sessions
from noon to 2:00 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday. Students are urged
to sign up at the Counseling Center immediately. All seminars will be
held in the conference room of the Counseling Center.

II. Group Counseling Sessions

Will be held once a week. Interested students should contact Dr. Tom
Johnson in the Counseling Center.

Crime in the
locker room
There has been a rash of thefts in
the Men's Locker Room this trimester. Of the five thefts campus security
detected, valuing over a hundred dollars, only two were actually ~eported.
A student was giving his report to
security when three other students
chimed in that they had also been
robbed. Strangely enough those robbed all claimed to have locked their
lockers.
Jack Holt, Assistant Chief of Security, stated they might be situations of
opportunity. "It's possible the thief
could be watching people opening
their lockers and noting the combinations. Another theory is that the
thief knows the master combination to a certain block of locks. The master
combinations are kept in books restricted to locksmiths and the police,
but its conceivable that someone
could have got a hold of them. But it
must be remembered that these are
only coitjectures."
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Sollle Student
Gov't. Senate

Candidates speak
CANDIDATE NUMBER 9
ARNIE SANDLER-

I am running for Student Government next week, and I plan to really become
a potent voice of the students at NISC. After returning from Viet Nam last
May, I've managed to go through my Senior year by making the Honors List
and helping various clubs around campus. Included in my experience is working
in Student Government at Chicago Circle and working several campaigns for
political candidates.
I plan to support any legislation that stops the tuition hike and keep the pri<;es
down in our cafeteria. I also will speak out for the majority on our campus. I
hope to lay out plans for a strong student government, which will not alienate
itself from the student body, but will go hand in hand with the student.
Vote for the individual instead of the number-Vote for experience instead of a.
novice. Give your important vote to me, for I will give you trust in return. A
trust promised by ,a Viet Nam Veteran, NISC Honor Student, and go-gettin
individual.
STUDENT SENATORS STATEMENT

Pairing ~ion

We the undersigned student senatorial candidates wish to release to the
student body our positions before the upcoming election. You might have seen
our posters around the school, urging you to "Vote for the candidates that
appear in the # I and #2 positions on your ballot, to elect a team to get things
done in the Student Senate." Let us explain what we want to get done: Most·
importantly, we regard the issue of how our money is spent. We feel the duty of
the Student Senate ought to be to provide a vehicle for all students•to express
their views . We do not, however, feel that the Student Senate ought to pass a
resolution just to go on record as being against the increase, like someone
handing down a verdict from a mountain top to the students below. We feel the
voice of the Student Senate ought to be the voice of all the students, not just the
voice of the chosen 25 (senators).

On how to achieve genuine intimacy - March 26, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m. in "A" lounge conducted by Dr. George R. Bach.
Late Pairing groups will be conducted by Mrs. Rose Brandzel and Mr.
Richard Chiles.

Blood needed

Sincerely,
The following information came to my attention recently and maybe
your office will be of help.
T immy Jewett, a 6 year old boy, will be undergoing open heart
surgery on March 19th at Children's Memorial Hospital.
Donations of blood are urgently needed.,

Interested persons should contact:
Chicago Blood Donors Service
2050 N . Clark (Chicago)
477-5800

Gregory Kmiec-# I position on the ballot
Jack Holt, Security

Patrolman Holt said, its adviseable
not to carry large amounts of money.
Students should also be more cautious
when opening their lockers, and make
sure no one is watching. They could
check large amounts of money or
valuables with the coach or secretary
while in the gym. And above all any
crime should be reported to the security or the coaching staff. If they don't
report it we can't be aware the problem exists."

Dorothy Pierpaoli - # 2 position on the ballot

Student Senate
candidates
Meeting Thurs.
March 18th 1:00 PM
Game Room

Union's answer to board of higher ed.
term papers
these,
disserations

typed
IBM electric,
50cper page

Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

Da1lm
delMK'S extras
that others
charge extra:
for or don't
have.

P~ice $1990 p.o.e;

DATSUN

Draw.. o..un ... !!!!!! decide al:

SCHMIDT MOTORS
3627 N: WESTERN

CHICAGO;JLLINOIS.

Statement by the Faculty Federation at Northeastern lllinois State
College, Local 2123, A.F.T . Concerning Master Plan - Phase Ill .Board of Higher Education
We note that concerning Northeastern Illinois State College and
Chicago State College Master Plan-Phase III states they "have a
strong, under-graduate teacher-training history from which they ought
not depart". (p. 44) We respectfully ask how can one help depart from
one's history, whatever that means, unless one is dead. Thus the
awkward rhetoric reveals either a philosophical absurdity or a summary sentence.
I) President Edward Levi of the University of Chicago says: "The
best thing for a teacher to know is what a good education is like. The
best thing for a teacher to have is a good education himself'. What
about the non-teacher? He goes on -to say: "I would really give the
same answer" . Thus, at the undergraduate level, there should be no
difference between a Teacher Training institution and other institutions. Teache rs are best prepared at institutions where they can
come in contact with all areas of human knowledge and concern: broad
liberal arts institutions. Of course some institutions may want to add to
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences specialized schools of Engin~ering, Agriculture, etc.
2) Concerning Graduate Education, we think that the proposed
Master Plan underestimates the growth of the demand for Graduate
Education. It projects that in 197 6 15 .7% of the enrollment will be
Graduate, (it was 13 . I% in 1968-69). We think that the expected
shortage of teacher openings will induce prospective teachers to seek
more advanced training so as to improve his competitive position. We
suspect that the same situation will obtain in other professions. Furthermore, the Master Plan itself most wisely predicts that there will be
a greater emphasis on "continuing education" for adults . Since a large
proportion, may be even a majority, of adults will hold a B.A. the
continuing education will most likely be at the Graduate level. We thus
predict that in 1980 an M.A. degree will be even more common than a
B.A. today. Quoting President Levi again: "I think it is important to
have an education in the modern world, it's important to have a
discipline". In this regard one must distinguish between course-work
either at the undergraduate or graduate level and the individual research
leading to a Ph.D., rather than drawing the line at the B.A. level. As
graduate enrollments expand we can expect that the cost differential
between graduate and undergraduate courses will decrease appreciably. We agree that there is little reason to expand Ph.D. producing
facilities, and by this we mean the research facilities. On the· other hand
we recommend a substantial expansion of course offerings at the
graduate level.
As far as Northeastern is concerned we recommend that we ·be
allowed to expand our graduate course offerings and programs in all
fields of the Humanities, Social and Natural Sciences and Education.
We propose that Northeastern and Chicago State be charged specifically to continue to provide graduate instruction evenings and Saturdays
to part-time students while the Circle Campus concentrates on full time

day students who are aspiring to· a Ph.D. Cooperative arrangements
should be instituted so that a course offered during the Fall Term at one
institution would be offered during the Spring Term at the other.
3) We repeat our conclusion in point 1 above that there cannot be
substantial differences between the undergraduate curricula of the
separate institutions. We also commend the Board for its accurate
perception that, on the one hand, there is a "critical stze" an institution
must reach in order to provide a coherent and diversified enough
program, while, on the other hand, there are some very serious drawbacks if an institution is allowed to become very large . Therefore,
we are quite puzzled by the following Board recommendations for the
1976 undergraduate enrollments:
6,680
Chicago State
6,530
Northeastern Illinois
21 ,420
U. of I., Chicago Circle
34,630
We think that the following would be preferable:
Chicago State
I 0,000
Northeastern Illinois
· 10,000
U . of I., Chicago Circle
14,600
(Because ofundergraduate schools of Engineering, S_ocial Work, etc.)
This would allow more balance between the institutions and a stronger
commitment to Graduate. Education at the Circle.
We caution the Board against imposing strict enrollment ceilings at
the various institutions. This would deprive some students of a meaningful choice and lessen the present incentive for institutions to excel so
that they can attract more students.
4) We also caution the Board against imposing enrollment quotas for
specific disciplines. First of all, there may be an overabundance of
Ph.D.'s in a given broad discipline (e.g. Anthropology) and a shortage
in specific subfields (Physical Anthropology, Linguistic Anthrop·o)ogy). A vigorous and alert department would know how to shift its
emphais accordingly. Second, a shortage of jobs in a given field would
encourage professionals in that field to explore its 'relevance to other
fields of knowledge. Finally, the fact that many Ph.D.'s in a given field
are working in areas far removed from their usual academic concerns
could encourage more frequent interchanges between disciplines and
between the Universities and the rest of society.
5) Master Plan-Phase III makes no mention of how Public Higher
Education is to be financed. This is a startling omission. The Master
Plan documents that the rate of growth of Public Higher Education will
slow down in the future. We urge that the Board take advantage of this
declaration to rescind its recent tuition increases and further commit
itself to a schedule for the elimination of all tuition fees . We insist that
any tuition fees have an adverse effect on the goal of making education
available to everyone. We remind the Board that our newly adopted
State Constitution is most explicit on this point and we urge it to heed
its mandate: Article X, Section I of the new State Constitution; "A
fundamental goal of the People of the State is the educational development of all persons to the limits of their capacities."
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Big man on campus runs close race

essense
Northestern's Big Man on
Campus for 1971 is James Dobner. He was elected at Alpha Rho
Omega's annual B.M.O.C. Mixer
on March 6 at North Park Hotel.
This year produced a very close

race with Dobner, sponsored by
Baseball Club, just barely edging
out Newman's entry of Bob Depa.
We wish to congratulate Mr. Dobner and give honorable mention to
Mr. Depa.

Scott
Roudebush

Ecology is a tough nut to crack, a difficult pill to swallow for modern,
"civilized" man. Long in becoming the master of his own fate, as he
often now alludes that he is, man seemingly has done just that: he has
striven to mastermind his own fate until it looks continually like a plot
that will ultimately have an unhappy ending. The play could soon be
over, the curtain falling to the stage in a mouldering, long to be neglected heap.
But before the pill began to lose its sugar-coating, while the play still
ran month after month, decade after decade with bright lights burning
and happy, satiated patrons wasting valuable introspective Intermission
time at the material goods concession counter-people got too used to
exploiting indescriminately, in a few short years compared to Time, the
natural resources which make up, actually comprise their world ....
Ecology has, unfortunately , quickly become "faddish" in the eyes of
its vigorous opponents and those merely apathetically insensitive to its
values; along with the peace movement and love movement of
youth-the young in body or the young in spirit-it is being spurned by
James Dobner
those who feel alienated by this "youth" and rebellion, those who in
BMOCwinner
addition hav~ grown too, too dependent upon an easy, materialistic
existence. They are, perhaps, in need of a redefining of ecology:
Ecology is a science. It deals with the mutual relations between living
organisms and their environment. It has enjoyed a relatively recent
renaissance in that is has come up, out of the Machine Age to a newgeneration audience in the middle to late 1950's and, of course, in the
1960's to present. Where our hopes lie is in the present-to-future, and in
the extremely important aspect of conservatio~ften confused syBy Dean Strassburger
nonomously with the larger whole of ecology.
Where our hopes may also lie are in our generation-the concerned
The response to the Newspaper
generation-if we are concerned enough; _and in our mutual underRecycling Drive was quite overstanding of the principle that all living things are not only related to
whelming. From 8:00-5:00onSateach other, but often crucially interdependent upon one another. Adurday, well over ten tons of newsding the new dimension that man creates only complicates things and
print was collected. All that was
make understanding and cooperation more difficult. Especially when
used to pick up all of this newsone considers the very ominous sounding concept of all animals having
print was a camper-converted
the power (potential) to multiply faster than their normal death
pick-up truck, 1 Ford, 1 Oldsmorate - including man, with his own peculiar life-expanding technology
bile, 1 Volkswagen, 1 Mustang
imposing more and more stress in Earth's ecological balance.
and a Toyota. So much paper was
On an elementary level, man tends to speed up nature's slow processes
collected over the 10-ton mark,
through structured planting and watering to get the most out of farming,
and with more paper to be picked
for instance. In doing so, he immediately adds his new, unique dimenup on Sunday, that another Newssion to the natural ecology. So also, on a more dangerous level, does he ·paper Recycling Drive is being
affect the ultimate ecology of lifo--its surrounding sources such as air,
planned soon.
water and land---with his huge quantities of industrial wastes and onceThe response from people in
used, now lifeless, junked products, his garbage, and even his paraNiles, Des Plaines, and Chicago
doxical process of construction. Paradoxical in that as he builds up for
was fantastic. Just going down
himself, he tears down nature.
some of the blocks would fill up
People must. be educated in the intricacies of ecology, must become
your car. Although, not as overvitally interested, from the gut, rather than on the typical, superficial
whelming, response from the
level. In short, we must swallow that pill. There is much to be done,
NISC community was ample. Pacomplicated by the fact that we are so firmly entrenched, as a society, in
pers were collected in the North
our materialistic ways; and it has not been easy, is not easy to change.
Dining Hall after abandoning an
The problem, then: it is not easy. Elementary, intrinsic to human nature,
outside container. There was ·no
but the ramifications are unfathomable.
way at the time to transport a
And there is much to lose. Consider this quote from Alan Paton's Cry
large container. Telephone calls
the Beloved Country: "The grass is rich and matted, you cannot see the
were answered except for a
soil. It holds the rain and 'the mist, and they seep into the ground, feeding
couple ·of addresses that couldn't
the streams in every kloof. It is well tended, and not too many cattle feed
be found.
upon it; not too many fires bum it, laying bare the soil. Stand unshod
We thank all of you people that
upon it, for the ground is holy, being even as it came from the Creator.
saved your newspapers for us, and
Keep it, guard it, care for it, for it keeps men, guards men, cares for men.
remind you that there will be anDestroy it and man is destroyed."
other drive soori\ With your help
Man as he is, at any rate. Possibly, man could, once again, adapt to his
over 170 trees were saved. Maybe
environment--one of only little nature, put of stone and cement. Is that - if the paper pulp industry gets
what he wants? Really? He apparently has a choice here, too, as be does
enough recycled paper, places like
in his very essence of day-to-day living. I wonder what he will do with
Quetico will never have to be cut
this choice ..... .
down.

Bob Depa
Runner up

Ecology at

NISC

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

BEST
,, FOREIGN_FILM
INVESTIGATION
OF ACITIZEN

above suspicion
ONE OF THE YEAR'S
TEN BEST!''
,tA chilling detective adventure and a
siuling satire of political corruption
and bureaucratic bungling. The film
uncoils with snake-like precision!"
,-KATHLEEN CARROLL.
New York Daily News

"A political thriller that races along
levelling shafts at the Italian police,
America and sex!"
- HOLLI S ALPERT.
· Saturday Review

"A film of extraordinary complexity
that begins on coiled springs of
suspense melodrama. A narrative
combined with psychological
drama to create a bizarre
and engrossing fantasy
cANNF.S FILM
saturated with
F.STIVAL WINNER:
.
Jury's Special
kinky sexuality!"
Grand Prize and

International
Criiics Prize

ALEX KENEAS ,

Newsweek

COLUMBIA PtCTUAE~ DANIELE SENA TORE and MARINA CtCOGNA p,esent

for the girl with an eye on fashion, quality and cost.

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)

SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
NEW HOURS
MON
WED
THURS
FRI.

11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-5:30
11 :30-9 :30
11:30-9:30

TUES. CLOSED
SAT. 10:30-5 :30
SUN. 10:30-5:30

GIAN MARIA VOLONTE · FLORINDA BOLKAN
The VW Fastback.
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.
Drop by. We'll show you where the engine is.

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
BR 5• 3500.. ·
~

. Open Eves.
, Closed Sun.

,. INVIBI'JGATION OFACITIZEN above suspicion
Sc:r.-nplay by UGq PIRRO Ind ELtO PETRI • Produced by DANIELE SENATORE IOf VERA Fli.MS • TECHNICOLOR e

MIDWEST PREMIERE IRh=--==--1

[,~tx,exIYJ =·=:=~~Frktay

, 1204 N . DEARBORN • PHONE 944.3434 . @

2:QQ, 4.00, 6:()(), 8:()(), 10:0() Sunday

-------------~------------'
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corey's
corner
If a CWC lecturer is wondering how to get more students into the
auditorium to listen to a lecture in the waning days of this trimester, the
Free Film Committee has a suggestion : invite Paul Newman or Robert
Redford.
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" was the "biggest" flick ever
to be shown in the Tuesday night Free Film Series. Appropriately, it was
the most talked about fi lm in the hallways and over lunches for days
before the showing. And when Tuesday rolled around, over a thousand
people showed up to claim the auditorium's 683 seats.
Before the selection of films for the series was turned over to students
last summer, a half-filled house was a pretty good turnout. At six thirty,
an hour before showtime, it was two-thirds filled .
The parking lot, which looks like a swarming anthill every day, is
usually sparsely filled at night. It was packed two nights ago . Scores of
students, including many from nearby high schools, were milling in the
hallways and dining halls. Except for the dark outside, it looked like
daytime here.
Neal Trashis, chariman of the Free Film Committee, said , "Thank
God we stopped letting in kids under sixteen. This place would have
been a real madhouse." The committee made the prohibition, the first
attendance restriction in the history of the film series, after several persons complained about noisy audiences.
Henceforth, anybody under sixteen must be accompanied by a parent.
Several girls, who had complained about noisemakers, volunteered to
check identification at the doors. They turned away many underage
patrons, including some diehards. "They were showing us xeroxed bus
cards and xeroxes of xeroxed birth certificates. They made them over by
the library. Do they think we're stupid, or something?" said guard Kathy Brown.
Butch and his Hole in the Wall Gang, who eluded the law throughout
their career, were detained Tuesday by Assistant Chief of Security, Jack
Holt. He held up the movie until a path was cleared among the people
crammed on each stairway. Holt estimated there finally were over nine
hundred people in the auditorium at showtime.
To help alleviate the stuffy situation, the television crew worked overtime and wheeled a camera into the auditorium's projection booth. The
movie was piped into closed circuit monitors in the lounge areas and in
the hallway, to accomodate some of the overflow fans . Almost two
hundred extra students saw the movie this way, although in black and
white instead of the auditorium's color.
Tuesday night's aduience was probably the largest ever to view an
indoor presentation at Northeastern. It was also an indication of what to
plan for in the series' next scheduled offering four weeks from now:
"2001 : A Space Odyssey. "
A few people are expected to show up.

Women's
culture
weekThe little Heard of Women's
Liberation Movement here at
Northeastern familiarized itself
with students last week, March
8-12, during its Women's Culture
Week. An extension of March 8,
International Women's Day,
Women's Culture Week was an effort to bring the women of Northeastern and their interests together.
The series of well-organized
events began on Monday with a
panel discussion . June Sochen,
professor of History, began the
discussion by presenting some of
the history of women's liberation
going as far back as colonial times.
Mary Ann Schwartz, sociology
professor, discussing sociological
aspects , put great emphasis on the
different roles being taught to men
and women. Shirley Castelnuovo,
political science professor, discussed her own experiences and .
difficulty as a woman in her field.
Other general aspects of women's
liberation were discussed by Carol
Burke and Barbara Cropper.
Being a predominately female
attended discussion group, it was
strange to note that most of the
questions were asked by men. One
or two attempted to agitate the
group, but on the whole, the men
appeared to be sincere with their
questions. This was the only time
during the week when I noted any
slight opposition.
The second day was devoted to a
Songfest and Poetry Reading
where students did the performing. Accompanying herself
on the guitar, Madeline Pabis sang
some folk songs and Candy Hobly
read some of her poetry and short
stories.

The largest audience was drawn
on Wednesday by folk singer,
Bonnie Kolac. Accompanied by
the "Late Late Late Band", she
sang to an enthu siastic crowd of
women and men (may be even
some male chauvi ni sts!?) .

SPRING
CONCERT
FOR THE

NORTH
RIVER
COMMISSION
Friday, April 2
8:00p.m.

Menu for the week
of March 22, 1971
Mon., March 22,

Meat Balls and Spaghetti
Yankee Pot Roast
Cheese Fondue

Tues., March 23,

Pork Cutlet
Roast Lamb, Mint Jelly
Apple Fritters

Wed., March 24,

Shepherd Pie
Veal Steak, Parmesan
Eggplant Supreme

Thurs., March 25,

Smoked Butt and Hot Potato
Salad
Hungarian Goulash
Scrambled Eggs

Fri., March 26,

Breaded Perch
Baked Halibut
Baked Macaroni
Pizza
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By Renate Marquis

BENEFIT

And so it appeared at 7:00 p.m. before "Butch Cassidy & Sundance Kid".

PRINT

LANE TECHNICAL
HIGH SCHOOL
Western Avenue
and Addison Street

Featuring a Spectacular
Variety of

BARBERSHOP
SINGING

The hour of
the oven
Argentine
Revolution
Venceremos Brigade
will show film that
caused riots in S.
America and banned
"La hora de los hornos" Friday, March 19,
AUD. 3:00-5:00 sponsored by Peace Council.

Madeline Pabis in concert Tues. of Women's Culture Week.

Bonnie Kolac, born in Iowa and
having lived in Chicago for the
last three years, is at present playing at "Mister Kelly's" . She isn't
that familiar with the Women's
Liberation Movement, but agrees
with the idea of equal employment . She also feels that the movement needs more respect.
On Thursday, in her app e a I i n g I y informal manner,
Florynce Kennedy, a black woman lawyer, centered her discussion
around the theme of social
change. She felt that to produce
an effective change, the study of
law was necessary. Mrs. Kennedy
urged students to work fo r aldermanic seats and to write material
fo r publication. She stated clearly,
however, that she was not trying to
convert anyone, but merely wis hed to present her views.
The week's events came to an
end on Friday when Jo Freeman, a
graduate student at the University
of Chicago, discussed the Women's Liberation Movement. She

had the opportunity to visit feminists in England, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway last
summer and mainly discussed the
feminist movement in these countries. This last meeting turned out
to be an extremely small informal
discussion group .
Besides the daily meetings, two
films were also shown . The well
attended " Unfolding", a woman's view of sex according to most
interpretations, presented a more
sensual aspect. "Two Women",
the other film , did not receive
much interest. Its significance appeared to be the fact that the mother and daughter were attacked by
soldiers towards the end of the
fi lm.
T he Art Exhibi t, run all week,
seemed to consist of more magazine articles attacking women
than "art". The daily events, however, were of significance and, I'm
sure, created a better awareness of
women for those students who attended.

A cheap holiday
In Spain we are able to provide cheap holidays, where you, the tourists, have value for your money, ·good cheap food and fi ne hotels which
provide good service at prices you can afford-altogether splendid value.
.
.
/
How do we do this? W e keep the cost of living low, by preventing
strikes that would put up wages. Our absence o f strikes makes your
holiday cheap.
However, some malicious people try to alter this situation--and spoil
your holidays. You will be glad to hear that we have ways to solve this.
One is by garrotting the trouble-makers.
Garrotting is a method of humane execution, in which the victim is
strapped to a post and slowly strangled by a metal collar, tightened
manually from behind. Objections to this procedure are absurd-the
entire operation need take, as in the case of the so-called "anti-fascists"
Granado and Delgado in 1963 , only half-an-hour.
Other methods we have successfully used to discourage strikes ~nclude shaving the heads of wives of those who have the impertinence to
demand higher wages, as recently with the Asturian miners. We also
castrated some of the husbands .
You will also be glad to know that we have modernised the mediaeval
instruments of torture used by our forefathers of the Spanish Inquisition. We find electric shocks applied to the body's most tender and
private parts particularly effective.
And any risk of your encountering unpleasantness on your cheap
holiday is prevented by our prison system, where we keep opponents of
our political regime, such as Stuart Christie and Fernando Carballo, fo r
20 and 30 years. We have modelled it closely on those of our beloved
and deeply lamented friend s, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mu ssolini.
So do not hesitate to book you r holiday in Sunny Spai n, where the
cost of living-for tourists -is cheap and human life even c heaper.

PRINTED AND PUB LI SHED ON BEHALF OF SPANISH TOURISM BY SYNDICALIST WORKERS FEDERATION , 34 CUMBERLAND RD. , E.1 7
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"Freedom of conscience, of education, of spe ech , of
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T he following remarks represent the views of a portion of the Print staff
who are in opposition to last weeks edition .
Since the disaster of Kent-Cambodia, student fervor in marche~ and
demonstrations to "end the war" has ebbed. They feel that they are
useless and can rightfully point to invasions of Cambodia and Laos to
back up their discouragement. The conversations all seem to be the
same. " I was there at the convention and the war is still going." or the
October and November Moratoriums in '69 and they still see no end to
the killing.
Some people would say that this frustration could turn easily to violence and after Kent-Cambodia there are many predictions of the beginning of war on the homefront. However those same discouraged students saw that the violence of the May days after Kent did not move the
war machine either.
Here then are a broad mass of students literally disenchanted with any
possibility of ending the war in SE Asia. Steeping into this picture is the
Student Mobilization's new push for a spring march on Washington .
The cry comes back in response, "What good will the march do?"
Realistically, you cannot say that any march is going to end the war,
· especially a march of students. The administration is able to fall back on
the "Silent Majority" myth they so meticulously built up and the march
would trul y be another ineffective out-pouring of emotion.

JU 3-4050 Ext. 270
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Ellen Friedman , Business manager
David Green, sports coordinator
Janey McGann , news editor
Jack Challem, photography editor
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Jim Martin
Scott Roudebush
Faculty Advisor Ely M. Liebow

SMC realizes that fact, at least there is hope they do, and is getting
endorsements from groups which are not in the realm of students. Anything from Labor organizations to social groups are being contacted and
the response is surprisingly favorable. Endorsements are coming in from
all over the country.

Another factor which is crucial to answering the question of "what
good will they do?" is taking into account the liberalization process
within this country. Most of the students who now shun marches as
ineffective were brought in contact with the movement through demonstrations or marches. The increase of information about the war and
why it should be stopped cou ld be tied directly to the furor caused by
those very marches they are condemning. This liberalization process has
to continue and marches serve their function in that process.
So the April 24th march on Washington is trying to undercut the
administration's "Silent Majority" claim by getting endorsements from
the very organizations which make up that mass of middle-Americans,
that march is helping in the distribution of anti-war information and
most importantly gathering and bringing new people into the movement.
~
For those students that are now caught in a discouraged syndrome
which dictates inaction, shunning Non-violent militant action and direct violent means, the question is asked, "What else is there to do?"
Think about that a while and the march on Washington becomes the
only sane outlet for protest left.

oru
Curriculum
complaint
I would like to state a complaint
against the curriculum of this
school. If, by any chance, which I
guess is non-existent to the people
who run this school, you decide to
change majors, heaven help you!
They want to change this school to
a University??? Why, they haven't
even changed it from a teacher's
college yet. I ask you, if you don't
want to be a teacher at this school,
then what do you do?
When I came here, I was so sure
that I'd become a teacher (Kg-P)
but after one course of Orientation
with one Mrs. Gussie Ware, I
couldn't stand to teach or take any
further classes in the subject. Then
I started the exciting game of Find
Something to Major In. Wheee! I
mean the courses that are offered
are so wide and varied ... .Ha ha.
What ever you do , do not look in
the catalog. You'll find courses in

there that might just interest you
and look to be just right, but try
and find them offered in the Winter, Summer, anytime. Good luck.
Try and find an advisor who will
be courteous, and try and help
you. Good luck there, too. Like,
just today, I went to a certain department and asked for information about taking a second major
in that field. All I got was a snotty
lady who looked at me, like I was
some kind of boor who interrupted her very important work.
"Come back later" Yeah, sure
honey, I'll be back! I was lucky
though, I did find another major.
So here I am with my Liberal Arts
with a major in one of those fields
that this school (?) offers. What
will I do when I graduate? Who
knows??? For a woman, when you
graduate if you are not a teacher
and not a secretary then what are
you?? You can't even learn to be a
secretary around here. Ever see
any typing courses? Any shorthand courses? Any business
courses like that? No, of course

not. How about marriage? All
young brides are worried about
homemaking, cooking, and that
kind of thing. Can you learn about
it here? Fat chance. All I have to
say is that if this school wants to
become a University, they had better start to offer more courses other than teaching courses, a lot
more courses! Before everyone
starts to fell helpless and start to
drop out, I'd like to add that there
is one person in this school who is
the best person to go to for help,
and who is trying to help me at the
moment, that person is the new addition to the Counseling Dept.,
Steve Helfgot. Thanks Steve!!

Response to
"migration
by might"
To the Editors of PRINT:
As a citizen of Israel, as a citizen
of the U.S., and most of all, as a
member of this academic commu-

nity, I am most dismayed by
W.R.'s letter in the PRINT of last
week. I was dismayed because I
had hoped that in this kind of community people would tend to voice
their opinions based on fact.
Apparently there still are those in
this college environment that prefer to exercise their freedom of
speech, based on fantasy . I do not
feel that the pages of the PRINT
should become a forum for the
'Mideast debate', never - the - less,
I feel that the letter in question
must be answered, and answered
with reason rather than faulty
analogies . I hope my reply might
tend to generate an invitation for
discussion and understanding and
not a propaganda war.
Jews have always lived in what
is commonly called 'Palestine'.
When the large immigations began, and throughout that part of
this century, no Arabs were forced
from their homes by Jews. The
United Nations decided and attempted to create two soverign nations in 'Palestine' after the Brit-

ish evacuation, The leaders of the
neighboring Arab states at that
time rejected the plan , and encouraged the native Arab population
of the area to flee in order that the
conquest of this territory be
achieved with the minimum cost
in the Arab blood. The result of
the Arab nations' invasions of Israel in '47-'48 resulted in the confiscation of the territory of the
Arab-Palestine - state - to - be
by the Kingdom of Jordan and the
repulsion of the Arab armies on
the part of the Jewish-Palestine
state-to-be. To this day, the Arabs
refuse to recognize this state, nor
let-it have the right to live.
Other facts remain as well. Israeli Arabs enjoy the highest standard of living among the nations
in the area. They also have more
legal and political rights than any
of their Arab neighbors outside of
Israel's borders. When it comes to
oppression of the minority or the
helpless, the Arabs · of Syria
Cont. on pg. 8
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Cinema

-

James
·M artin

"Gimme Shelter"
"Gimme Shelter", the documentary film of the
Rolling Stones 1969 U.S. tour, has been receiving
mixed reviews in the Chicago area, including several
really bad raps. It shouldn 't be.
Most of those who have criticized the film have
chosen to do so because of the manner in which the
directors (David Maysles, Albert Maysles, Charlotte
Zwerin) present their film, often attacking the theatricality of their presentation. And yet, in a film (and
event) of this magnitude, with much built-in drama,
this type of criticism I believe to be unjustified .
Documentaries are, by nature, unstructured (in so
far as the action is not controlled by the filmmaker),
and must rely heavily on the cutting room techniques
of the director-editor for their over-all coherence and
effectiveness; and if a point of view is to be taken, it
must be done posthumously, so to speak. We, as viewers of documentary films, share in an experience
which in fact happened, and in this sense we share in
the reality of the event; and yet, we see nonetheless
that part of the event which the filmmaker chooses for
us to see. In this respect, we are subject to the filmmaker's lack of objectivity as well as his artistic technique or style.
So along comes "Gimme Shelter", with its admittedly theatrical ending to the tour (and the film)--one
which the filmmakers could have no portent of, and
critit:s begin to jump on the film for being "overly
dramatic" and "sensationalism" . Not so. The directors have merely focused their cameras on what
promised to be one of the more spectacular events in
recent years---the first American tour by the Stones
since 1966. That the event turned out to be even more
spectacular than hoped for (the deaths and viol~nce at
Altamont) makes the film out of the ordinary. Had
Altamont not happened, "Gimme Shelter" would
have been less good than "Don't Look Back", less
significant than "Carry it On". But it did happen, and
herein lies the importance of the film. All that was
Altamont is put on celluloid for us to view, and although much of the film's footage is of events other
than Altamont, the fil mmakers had the foresight (not
the feel for sensationalism) to rework their film
around the violence which took place there.
When the Stones finally scheduled their long-overdue U.S . tour late in 1969, several people, including
Haskell Wexler ("Medium Cool") were approached
about documenting the tour for posterity. The job
fell, however, after some disagreement, to the Maysles
brothers ("Salesman"), and the filming began in New
York at tour's start. From there, across the country
(including Muscle Shoals, Alabama) they filmed the
Stones as they appeared in concert, in hotel rooms, in
recording studios, and in press conferences, each time
capturing at least some of the flavor and atmosphere
of the situation on film.
The Stones are at their best when performing; when
the crowds clutch and scream at the gyrating Jagger
and when he in turn, realizing his strong powers over
the waves of crowds, prances, taunts, and confronts
his audience ... becoming (as he did in "Performance") a caricature of himself. Here Jagger is the

master, and the crowds his willing slaves. In the studios, and in the hotel rooms, however, the Stones are not
the Stones we know from the stage.Jagger, in particu- •
lar, broods and becomes serious, and all appear to be
lonely and oftentimes bored. The Maysles's cameras
successfully record this ennui, this solitude, and give
an added depth to the group whom we know only as
"The World's Greatest Performing Rock Group".
Bits and pieces of the Stones tour give us an indication
of what the group, and the phenomenon are all about,
but while this is interesting, it is only a prelude to what
the film is really all about-the tragedy at Altamont.
By focusing as they do on what happened that December day at the Altamont Speedway near San Francisco, the Maysles have put their film into its proper
perspective. By showing us in the early reels Jagger's
devilish manipulation of the crowds as they crisscross the U.S., it_makes his inability to control the
situation at Altamont all the more meaningful; it
makes his comedown to reality adjunct to the comedown of the whole situation.
While the early parts of "Gimme Shelter" are
filled with inane bits of joking and vibrant performances, the latter part is electric with tension. Starting
perhaps with the hassles over location of the free concert (it was changed several times, only at the last
possible moment to the speedway) we are aware that
things are perhaps not as smooth as we would like
them to be; and certainly nothing like the whole gestalt of Woodstock. When Jagger first arrives at the
sight of the concert to check things out, someone runs
up to him shouting "I hate you!", and clips him in the
jaw, drawing blood. If the site hassles didn't tip us off
to the impending trouble, this certainly does. From
then on the tension grows and the violence burgeons
as the crowd, including the scores of Hell's Angels,
drugged and often dazed begins a series of scuffles
(many of them on or near the stage where the Stones
are trying to perform) which culminate in the stab
bing death by an Angel of gunwielding Meredith
Hunter.

Dave Brubeck Trio with Jerry Mulligan appearing in school aduitorium April 6 at 8 p.m.
Tickets available on Monday March 29th, 9 to 12 and 5 to 8. Also
available Tuesday March 30.
After this time, tickets will be available to the public also, and sold
only at the door prior to the performance.
Concert Series

So ends the tour, and so ends the film . In both cases
Jagger and the Stones are helpless witnesses to the
murder and violence, and this is what makes "Gimme
Shelter" an important film. The focal point of the
tour and of the film is the myth of Jagger being punctured. Just as Jagger watches what happens (obviously frightened and impotent to stop it) at Altamont, so
too do we watch it happen; and then watch it happen
again as we are shown-Jagger viewing the action during the editing. In both cases we see that his reaction is
one of incredibility, that he can hardly believe that
this type of thing could happen . And yet it does; and it
happens in front of the man who is known for the
violence in his performances and his ability to manipulate both the violence and the audience.
"Gimme Shelter" is as fiiled with tension and violence as was "Woodstock" with love and cooperation, and the fact that the Maysles brothers chose to
make this the focal point of their film is not only
fitting but necessary. For in no other way could they
successfully have conveyed the mood of the tour, and
of Altamont, itself in relation to the myth of The Rolling Stones.

,ft

Warning to parakeet owners
"Honorees for 1971 Honors
Convocation may receive their
announcements at E-218 any
time."

Owners of parakeets and other
small, parrot-like birds- Beware.
Their birdseed may have been
contaminated by mercury. Over
200 birds have died as a result of
the highly toxic seed, in local
areas, in the last two weeks.

T he color of the seeds is the only
means of identification presently
available to the consumer. T he
contaminated seeds are usually
pinkish in color, the normal color
being ivory white.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

4-TRACK STEREO SOUND SYSTEM 111e ESqUll"I!
!le II . OAK

M I D W E ST 'S

L A R G E ST

.T.

D ISP L A Y

IEIET •

337-1117

O F

NEW AND USED SPORTS CARS
19 71 FI A TS The driver's Car
visit our Q)th Englisl, dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWA.R D STREET
FOR DELIVERY SE8-.VICE CALL 338~2166
/

Fiat 850 Spider $2294. p.o.e .

CONTINENTAL MOTORS INC.
5800 S. LA GRANGE RD.

LA GRANGE, ILL.

352-9200
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Hujambo Afram
by Eugene Barnes

March 14, 1971-Negro Newsweek begins on this day .
March 16, 1971-In 1872 the Freedon's Journal, the first Negro
Newspaper was pubiished . Blacks have been about informing their community for quite sometime about the political, social -and economic
forces that were inter playing with their lives .
StudentTeachers--lt would be beneficial if you suggest that potential
high school applicants prepar;_ng to graduate, should, prior to graduation, make an appointment to see the Financial Aid Office at the College of their choise for likely funds for their education.
St. Patrick's Day-Who can tell me that they have not seen a black
Irishman? Well, there is always a first time (baby).
Wedding Rings-Congratulations to those sisters and brothers who
were dedicated to each other during the months of Jan. thru Mar. 71.
Book of The Week-The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, by Cruse,
Harold .
Liberal Arts Majors-Start exploring opportunities now. Do not wait
until you have become a senior to begin this activity. Remember, a little
work now will warrant a better reward tomorrow .
Black Caucaus and Black Heritage-What is next on your agenda?
Can we look forward to "Spring Thing"? Those interested, will be
expected to be seen at the regular meetings.
Spirits of Blackness-Your cultural presentation was well enjoyed by
the NISC community and other young blacks there by invitation or at
the request of student teachers. However, the Drummers and Dance
ensemble's talents should begin to address itself toward the Black Community-T.V. Too often this communication medium does not reveal
those inherent qualities which are a part of the Black Community. Their
manager should explore avenues of wider· dissemination of the groups
talents.
On Flo Kennedy--Our black sister, crudader against the Pathology
of this society, was back at NISC again. This time she revealed a plug on
and for her recent publication titled, Abortion Raps. The text leads itself
to the pathology of Legal institutions and what deterents take place on
the people. A copy should be in our library. McGraw Hill is the publisher, in New York.
Words of The Week-"Create a mini boycott and force businesses to
support community projects; make your hustle relevant to social
change."
On Social Change-We can begin by directing and dealing with the
apathy with in ourselves. Apathy knows not color, sex or creed.
On Whitney Young,-Much can be said here: however, although
death befell him, the fruits he left behind will bare seeds, will not these
seeds continue to flourish?

oru
(against the Druze), the Iraqis
(against Kurds and Jews), and the
Egyptians (against Jews, Copts,
the Moslems in Yemen as well as
blacks in Biafra) can easily teach a
few tr,·cks to the repressive dictatorial re~imes of east Europe and
South A~erica.
There 'itre many addresses on
this campus-(KLAL) is just o ne of
them, where a concerned or just
curious person can go to get some
facts, or get certain ,guestions answered before voicing a opinion or
drawing a conclusion. Hopefully,
with this issue, as with other pressing conflicts of this day, people
will take more care to learn the
· facts, rather than fill their minds
with colorful illusions, and try to
pass them off as truth.

M. Pomerantz (Dept. 600)

In their homeland
as of right .
A letter in this column last week
entitled "Migration by Might"
followed the worn out Arab
propaganda line about the poor
Arab "natives", allegedly evicted
by the Israelis. It would be just in
order to repeat the historical facts
that the indigenous people of Palestine a re the Jews not the Arabs.
That, if a state ever did exist there,
it was only a Jewish state, never
Arab, that the word " Palestine"
was the Roman name of this Jewish state and that all places like Je-

Film competition
Ford Motor Company will offer $4,750 in cash awards for a 60second film competition to be conducted as part of the 7th Annual
Chicago International Film Festival.
Festival Director Michael J .
Kutza, Jr., and Richard Ruddell,
manager of Ford's Educational
Affairs Department, announced
that $2,250 will be distributed
among the top five entries while an
additional $2,500 will go to the
best student productions. Filmmakers from any nation are eligible.
The 60-second competition,
which is unique to the Chicago
Festival, was initiated in 1968 and
last year drew 110 entries from

will be accepted and all films must
be of the standard screen ratio.
Films must arrive at Festival headquarters by September 10, 1971.
Winners will be announced in November.
Entry forms are available from
the 7th Annual Chicago International Film Festival, 12 East
Grand Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
60611 Telephone: (312) 6443400.
For further information contact:
Michael J. Kutza, Jr., Director,
7th Annual Chicago International
Film Festival, 12 East Grand Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 69611 (312)
644-3400.

Club Italiano
Mr. Thomas Hoberg, Assistant
Professor of English, has been invited by the Club Italiano to be the
guest speaker this Thursday,
March 18 at 1:00 p.m. in Room
A-125. Mr. Hoberg will present
DANTE and HIS WORLD.
Dante, author of The Divine
Comedy, is the most notable Italian poet and definitely must be included in that select group of authors whose works may truly be
considered universal. The Club
Italiano invites everyone to attend.

WILLIAM
·KUNSTLER
8PM
TONITE
AUDITORIUM

Roundabout Frank's

Almanac
Only two drinking dates for this week, but the ALMANAC IS sure
you can think of your own occasions to celebrate, like the picking of
your nose or something like that...meanwhile, here are this week's general occasions to celebrate:
. Friday, March 19th is Nicholai Gogol's birthday. He was born in 1809,
(if you care) and should be a nice thing to have a little vodka while
thumbing through "The Overcoat" , as long as you don't lose your own
overcoat.
Sunday, March 21st is the first day of the Bahai Year, and is called NawRuz. T_his means that you've got a great excuse to get bombed on Saturday.
And now for our legend of the week:
It seems that the federal government was doing research at various
poly-technical universities across the nation. These were secret projects
carried on only with the Pentagon's knowledge.
They were trying to discover an inconquerable robot, a robot that
would be terrifying and indestructable. They were ugly robots, with
unusual-looking heads made out of solid lead.
When the newspapers finally uncovered the story, the headlines ran:
·"Poly-techs make strange lead fellows."

from pg. 6

rusalem, the hills of Judea, the dians and the Arabs just can't be
Jordan River, the mountains of described as analogous.
The Jews were the original inGalilee, etc. are Jewish names and
Jewish places since the dawn of habitants of the land of Judea (Palestine.) In_fad, the Jew's relationrecorded history.
The Jewish movement of na- ship to the land of Palestine is the
tional liberation reestablished the
most authentic and longest written
Jewish people in their homeland,
record of a people's tie to a land
than any other nation except
but not at the expense of the
Arabs. History relates to us that China. The Jews had lived there
not even one single Arab refugee since 1200 B.C.E.
It was not until the Arab inwas created as a result of the Jewish revival in Israel. It was the vasions (forceful) of 634 C.E., that
Arab war of genocide against Is- the Arabs were a majority in that
rael that created an equal number land. The Arabs settled the counof Jewish and Arab refugees. In
try, but ruled it a~ a foreign conorder to understand the true na- querers. There nzver was an Arab
ture of this war, one only had to nation of Palestine.
listen to the B.B.C. radio on May
During the time of the British
15, 1948. The Secretary-General
Mandate, the British authorities
of the Arab League, Mr. Azzam
hindered rather than helped the
Pasha boasted: "This will be a moJews create a homeland. The Jews
mentous war of extermination, a
living in Palestine during the
massacre which will be recorded
Mandate: years strengthened their
in history like the Mongolian mashold on their homeland in the
sacres and the Crusades".
most practical manner posNo wonder that, after their desible--they
purchase land from
feat, the Arabs and Palestinians
the absentee landowners. By the
had to find justifications for th~
creation of such an enormous hu- "-·end of 1935, the Jewish National
Fund had
bought approximan problem as the refugees.
mately
250,000
acres of lands,
They naturally prefer to put the
mostly - scraggy
desert,
for
burden on Israel.
$21,010,500--about
$84
an
acre
Sharon Sh_ei~eld
for land not worth one-tenth that
amount. While the absentee owners collected these - outrageous
sums, their fellaheen were earning
coolie wages, living in mud huts,
sleeping with their animals, and
dying by the age of thirty-five. The
ex-landowners profited handThere were several fallacies in
somely from the sales, but so did
the letter "Migration by Might"
the .fellaheen, who, for the first
which appeared in PRINT last
time in their lives were paid decent
week. The treatment of the Inwages by their Jewish landowners,

Another response
to migration
by might

throughout the world. Theme for
the 1970 contest was "The Condition of Man."
This year's theme is "Freedom
is ... " Entrants are encouraged to
represent freedom visually as they
see it. Films will be judged by civic
leaders, motion picture critics,
film producers and graphic designers in Chicago, New York and
Los Angeles.
In addition to the cash awards,
selected entries will be distributed
n a t i o n a 11 y without charge
through the Ford Film Library,
one of the largest industrial film
distributors in the world.
Entries maybe 16mmor35mm,
color or black and white, silent or
sound. Only optical sound tracks

and treated as equals in Jewish
hospitals.
The bought land was soon
drained if swamp, irrigated if
desert, and was soon blooming
with fruit trees and other crops.
Even while the Jews conquered
their land with plow and hoe, they
were forced to defend it with rifle
and grenade.
One of the many false statements which is oft mentioned by
those who don't know the 1948
story, is that the Palestinians were
forced from their homes. A reporter for the Jordanian daily
"Ad-Difaa", on September 6,
1954 states, "The Arab governments told us: 'Get out so that we
oon get in.' so we got out, but they
didn't get in." The refugee problem was created by the Arab governments, and are now being used
as pawns in bids for power. The
refugees are supported by UNWRA, a United Nations fund to
which the U.S. has paid close to a
half-billion dollars. The Soviet
Union has contributed nothing.
As can easily be seen, the cases
of the Americans arid the Indians,
and the Palestinian Arabs and Israel are not sµnilar. They could
hardly differ more.

William Englehart

Charlier
misquoted
I seem to have been misquoted
in column two. I n~ver said that
Earth Science did not meet my

conditions . I did say that I agreed
to move to E&.rth Science if and
when the Earth Science department would become a separate entity and not be any longer a part of
the Physical-Science department.
I also stated that my change of department was contingent on the
home for oceanography. That is I
would accompany oceanography
in whatever department it would
be located . If oceanography remained in geography, so would I.
The statement as it now stands is
embarassing to me and is not fair
to the members of the Earth Science department for whom I have
high regard and who were extremely cooperative. I strongly
feel that this correction must be
printed in PRINT. Most of the remainder of the story is pretty fair
reporting.
Roger H. Chartier

Helping to keep
NISC clean
To:

Faculty Members and Officers of Clubs and Organizations
From: William L. Howenstine,
Vice-President for Student Services and Dean of
Students William H.
Lienemann,
Vice-President for Administrative Affairs
Over the years there has been a
continuing maintainence problem
caused by the taping of signs and

forum cont. on pg. 10
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A good thing is coming (if you can believe it) here to
Northeastern. Poet Edward Dorn will give a reading
on Wednesday March, 24th at 8:00 pm in the north
dining hall.
ARE THEY DANCING
There is a sad carnival up the valley
The willows flow it seems on trellises of music
Everyone is there today, everyone I love.

"Road To Ruin"
The other day I came across an album which completely captured my
listening interest. "The Road to Ruin" by John and Bev Martyn (Warner Bros. 1882) may never become a hit selling LP, but I felt it is the kind
of music worth mentioning.
.
I had never heard of the Martyns (I'm not sure if they're husband and
wife or brother and sister) but the sound of the title interested me and it
proved to be a well-worth venture .
Lately, a lot of acoustic music has been coming out. Some of i_t_g_ood
and some of it sounding like everyone elses material. But " Road to
Ruin " is an exceptional and refreshing album. The melodies can't compare to any I've heard for along while. They're simple in a strange way.
By strange I mean the instrumentations and vocals are different from
other artists. John Martyn who sings, plays all guitars and harp has a
weird but smooth voice which is most enjoyable.to the ear. It relaxes and
yet stimulates you at the same time. In a song called "New Day" he sings
in a flowing voice which relates his personal feelings of the waking up to ·
a new day and finding the one he loves sleeping silently beside him.
"Parcels" another song by him, tells the estatic joy he gets from receiving packages from a friend far away.
Harmony is frequently left out in most of the songs. With Bev going
solo on "Auntie Aviator" a song about flying to meet her baby. Her
deep voice is soothing like John's. Sometimes rough, but mostly gentle.
She frequently sounds like Gracie Slick from the Jefferson Airplane,
especially in "Sorry to Be so Long."
But all the credit can't be given to the two vocalist. Without the
fantastic instruments and musicians to back them up, the songs wouldn't
mean as much.
Four bass players are used : Wells Kelly, Dave Pegg, Alan Spenner
and Danny Thompson (on double bass). Each play in four different
styles-hard, smooth, loud and soft. Driving in the background needed in
songs like "Primrose Hill". Congas banged upon by Rocky Dzidzonia,
added a native beat which if the vocals were taken out would lead one to
believe he was listening to Santana. Piano and flute, two instruments
which are widely used, combine forces with John.and Bev to bring about
a great song called "Tree Green," a nonsense tale about a tree which
grew in an imaginary garden.
But the thing which•really caught my attention was the useage of the
saxophone. Though this is basically a soft and gentle album, the sax adds
so much to it. In the title cut "Road to Ruin" sopran6, alto and baritone
sax are jamming together for the clearest and roughest jazz. They work
with each other never separately. Each distinctively heard. They drive
the mostly instrumental into one of the best songs I've heard in a long
ti~.
'
This ·album is full of life, nothing else. It combines the forces of
talented but unknown musicians. I predict that if you listen to John and
Bev Martyn-Road to Ruin, yoil will agree with me, that they will not be
unknown talented musicians for long.
NEXT WEEK: DA YID CROSBY ... LYNDA

"Celebration" part three
cast speaks
''Celebration", the musical
play opening at N.I.S.C. on March
26 is shaping up to be one of the
best musicals ever presented here.
The enthusiasm and excitement of
the show is evident when talking to
some of the cast members of "Celebration". Here is what they say
about ''Celebration".
A newcomer to N.I .S.C., Ron
Geisheimer said of the dancing,
"The dance numbers are exqeptionally modern. They comtline all dance forms from a simple
soft-shoe to a writhing orgy."
Keith Laduzinky, also a newcomer to N.I.S.C., says, "Celebration" is a play to enjoy and has
meaning."
Tom Gora commented; "I find
this chance to do singing and
dancing a great and new ex- .
perience for me. ''Celebration" is
great fun and I'm sure I'll be sorry
when the show is over."

tl , ,.,

According to Ken James ; ''Celebration" is a play that takes
theatre back to its pur.ist form that of ritual. It combines the basic
human drives; sex, hunger, lust.
I'm really working hard on my
part."
''Celebration", is fresh and not
overdone, appeals to young and
old, and there are many people involved with· individual talents
combined to create a great show" .
.. Therese Stubits.
"It's an actors and a director's
challenge. ''Celebration" bridges
the generation gap, not that avantgarde to alienate the old; the
young can get something too. You
can sit and enjoy ''Celebration"
r a t h e r t h a n analyze the
play ..... Bob Lynch.
Bruce Urso sums it up with, "If
you think La La LaVerne was
"bad", come see the Ultimate
Stripper."

"Celebration" Box Office Hours

11 AM to 3 PM - Monday to Friday
6 PM to 8 PM - Monday and Thursday

There is a mad mad fiesta along the river
Thrilling ladies sing in my ear, where
Are you friends, lost? They were to come
And banjoes were to·accompany us all
And our feet were to go continually
The sound of laughter was to flow over the water
What was to have been, is something else
i am afraid. Only a letter from New Mexico
And another from a mountain by Pocatello.
I wonder, what instruments are playing
And whose eyes are straying over the mountain
Over the desert
And are they dancing: or gazing at the earth.

John Lennon: "I like his things quite a bit ... "
Punch
Edward Albee: "Dorn is one of the strongest voices in contemporary
poetry ... "
,
Paris Review .
· S.I. Hayakawa: "Equipondering Mr. Dorn's pilpulistic venue, his art is
supra adulation ... "
L.A. Free Press
This is an excellent opportunity to acquaint yourself with the man and his
work.

Kennith Peiser
to speak
on ca.m pus
Kennith Peiser, a practicing
Psychotherapist, will be on
campus Friday, March 26.
Mr. Peiser was trained in Rational Therapy by the famous New
York Psychologist Albert Ellis.
He received his Masters Degree in
Psychology and is completing
work towards his Ph.D. at I.LT.
He is a member of the Chicago Institute for Rational Beings.
His main areas of interest are in
Individual and Group Psychotherapy and the Drug and
Abuse of todays youth.
At 12 o'clock, Mr. Peiser will
be speaking in Dr. Sanford Silverstein's "Individual, Group and
Society Class" in room A-130. At
this time he will discuss Albert
Ellis' Rational Therapy. From 1-3
p.m., he will speak on drug use and
abuse in the B-Lounge. ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO
BOTH SESSIONS.

1 ,.,ne-.~.-:ra••eo.
THEATRE
222 No . STATE at W;i c k e r Drove

CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES

Pl,·nh of PARKING at Door

llELATIONS
THE

LOVE STORY FROM DENMARK

,

I t11l111 r,111 him, l1COlH

AHLTSIILY

Now Playing

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
1 block east
of NISC

3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9-9650
J

NEW DINING . ROOM

---

AMERICAN _FOOD
..._

k3il

L*1

:r.r.,

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.
Npw serving student lunches all day

Box Office Opening - Wednesday, March 17

-

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

•
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(Continued from Page 8)
bulletins to the painted or varnished surfaces of doors, door
frames and certain walls, with the
subsequent removal of the finish
when the tape is pulled off. At the
present time the Buildings and
Grounds staff is redecorating the
corridors of the building, and it is
hoped that the newly painted surfaces may be maintained in good
condition.
Accordingly, we are asking
your cooperation in refraining
from taping material to painted
surfaces and are informing you
that both the bulletin board attendants and the cleaning crews
have been instructed to remove
notices so posted. Within the past
year a number of new bulletin
boards have been added in the
corridors and now the new
4-sided bulletin boards in the
Commuter Center are ready for
use. We hope these will provide
ample space for posting of notices.

The best things in
life are free or are
you in hot water
(Another Episode in Another Petty Controversy!)

Print, Mrs. Straz, · Fellow Students:
I) I must .not be the only one
"stealing" hot water from the
cafeteria because the checker
charged me l O cents, while Mrs.
Straz was quoted at 8 cents. The
person charged 8 cents also took
sugar. I needed the hot water for
instant soup mix. Who ever heard
of putting sugar in soup? I must
restrict my intake of sugar for medical re·asons so I drink coffee and
tea black. That clears me· of the
sugar stealing accusation.
2) There is not set price for hot
water as the price range from 3
cents (for faculty) to 10 cents.
3) Mrs. Straz ought to get her
facts straight before she accuses
anyone of stealing. If she continues her slanderous statements, I'd
advise her to hire a good legal
counsel.
4) Washroom water costs money to heat too. If using "bathroom" hot water is my only alternative. I suggest we save this
school some money by pulling out
all the drinking fountains in _this
school. Anyone who wants a drink
of cold water should go to the
washroom to get it.
5) Many thanks to the Print for
looking into this matter. Many
people have come to me expressing their agreement with me
Repeat: IO cents for hot water?
Ridiculous!

Diane Muchowicz

A view on water
pollution
Great concern today has been
focused on the problem of polluting our water supply. Many acts
have been passed in government
and much money has been spent in
a partial attempt to do something
about this problem. However, the
facts of the situation have been incorrectly evaluated.
Much complaint is made about
the industrial waste emitted into
major bodies of water from important cities. One fails to realize that
most major cities (except Chicago)
do not get their water supply from
the oceans or water bodies near
which they are situated. For example, Los Angeles gets its water
from the Columbia River, about
two hundred miles away. New

P
_ t. Ill

York City gets its water from a site and their work, · his time-connear Buffalo. Cities such as St. suming preparations for class, his
Louis and New Orleans obviously wide range of knowledge and dedicanpot take their water from the cation to the field of Sociology,
Mississippi River. Cleveland is sit- and his interest in every student
uated on a dead lake, Lake Erie, who comes to consult with him.
which is already being used to a
I feel it would be detrimental to
mu.c h fuller extent as a place for the Sociology Department and the
any industrial waste. Lake Mich- student body of NISC in general if
igan is partly dead, and sooner or Dr. Silverstein were dismissed.
-later, Chicago will have to resort Thank you.
to using the same means for acSincerely,
quiring drinking water that the
suburbs use. Since this is the case,
why not relax all laws, permitting
Miss Paulette Mlinarcik
emission of waste into the lake?
People are concerned about
pollution of our oceans as much
"valuable" life lies in the oceans. Dear Dr. Goldberg:
Yet little of this life has ever been
I have recently been informed
used or will be used. Some say that
this water will be used for drinking of plans by the Administration to
water, yet it is an exceptionally ex- fire Dr. Silverstein.
I had Dr. Silverstein last semespensive process to purify salt water, and it is very rarely done right ter for Introduction to so<;:iology
now. Hence it will not be any fu- and I feel it was a very well
ture setback when we do not get planned and complete course.
something we do not _have now. · Many people have a negative manVery little of the ocean is used for ner towards his form of teaching
recreational purposes because of for he would discuss pertinent subthe danger and immensity in- jects instead of going through the
volved. Here is another case where book page by page and just giving
we do not make use of something us boring lectures. If they would
have listened to him instead of
we really do not have.
Purifying water is a very ex- complaining and running to the
pensive process, both privately administration, they would have
and publicly. Industrial polluters gotten quite a bit out of the course.
are often quite aroused when They would have realized that he
forced by law to clean up water was just trying to get them to think
which they have made dirty before instead of being spoon fed all the
releasing into a body of water. facts and figures and told to memSince there is little point in purify- orize them.
He was very informative and
ing the water, why force corporations to spend valuable money really stimulated people into reaon something with little purpose, lizing the many problems of the
when it could be spent on advanc- world. He is a very intelligent man
ing technology which will im- and there is much to be learned
prove a product, or make it easier from him, and all the students
have to do is listen. He does not
to produce.
People often complain about force you to agree with him and he
high taxes. Federal, state and local is willing to discuss any objections
governments combined spend that you bring up.
I currently have him for Indimuch money on purifying water,
enforcing their pollution laws, viduals, Groups, and Societies,
and developing new techniques to · and· the only reason I took the
do this even better. Here is where course is because I liked the way
much of our tax money goes. This he really makes you think and get
money could be spent on welfare, into the material and truly learn
developing more and better con- something. I guess people like to
veniences, and other important take courses and just get a passing
things such as the space program. · grade out of the teacher instead of
Even if pollution does prevent us having to learn something and
from living on earth, at least we that's why they are against Dr. Silmight be able to live on the moon. verstein. I do not feel this way and
So why waste it on something no I'm sure any student with any kind
one will ever really need to worry of ambition to learn would agree
with me.
about.
I hope the Administration is inEven if the water pollution program does get out of hand, it may telligent enough to see this ·and sealleviate other problems. From riously consider rehiring Dr. Sillack of enough drinking water.and · verstein for next year, for if he is
increased possibility of disease, it released I feel that Northeastern
will help eliminate the population will be losing one' of the few good
explosion. If water pollution be- professors, and that it would be
comes a national or world crisis, very difficult, if not impossible, to
many different peoples will be replace him.
united in their fight against it, if
Sincerely
serious concern does arise. This
Jasper Tarolacci
would help people to work together and cut down discord and strife.
Life only comes once, and it
should be lived to its fullest extent. · or. Farr
You should be concerned, first of Northeastern Illinois State Colall, about yourself.
lege
David Robbins Chicago, Illinois

Letters in
support of
Silverstein
Dear Dr. Farr:
There is a growing student concern to try to retain Dr. Sanford
Silverstein, Sociology Department. I would like to personally
like to add my name to that list. I
have been Dt. Silverstein's student
aide since September, 1970, and
have had an opportunity to observe his concern for his students

Dear Dr. Farr:
I respectfully submit this letter
to express my support for a decision to retain Dr. Silverstein on ·
the faculty.
Being presently enrolled in my
third course with Dr. Silverstein, I
can say with assurance that the
school will suffer a definite loss if
he is fired.
I believe Dr. Silverstein to be a
fine scholar, as well as a fine teacher, and that the sociology department can only benefit with his retention on the faculty.

Therefore, I strongly protest
any actions directed towards the
firing of Dr. Silverstein, and I will
continue to actively protest in his
behalf.
Respectfully,

would be a great injustice to the
students at Northeastern.
· I appreciate the time you gave
me in reading this letter and I hope
that the facts I have stated here
will make you more aware of the
good that Dr. Silverstein is doing.

Rance Lumsden
Sociology Major

Sincerely yours,
Carol J. Cresgh

Robert J . Goldberg
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty
Northeastern Illinois State College

Robert J. Goldberg
Dean of Faculty
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Chicago, Illinois 60625

Dear Dean _Goldberg:
Dear Mr. Golderg:
I have recently been informed
of the fact that Dr. Silverstein is to
be dismissed from Northeastern
this fall, and I would like to express my discontent to you in this
matter.
I am at present a junior at
Northeastern, and am now taking
an Introductory Sociology course
with Dr. Silverstein. I find him to
be a very intelligent man, knowledgeable in his field, and successful as a teacher. He has travelled a
great deal and applies his t_raveling
experiences to the teaching of this
Sociology course, which enriches
the understanding of the entire
class to the material being presented. He presents the material in an
orderly fashion and has chosen a
text which is very helpful and easy
to understand to help us further
our knowledge in Sociology. In his
lectures, he always leaves room for
class comments and questions and
makes sure that these are answered
in an acceptable fashion, leaving
no doubt in the student's mind.
It was brought to my attention
that his personality was a prime
factor in his being dismissed from
Northeastern. I do not possibly see
w h e r e someone's personality
should in any way determine
whether his teaching is satisfactory or not. No two are the same
and no two people teach the same
way, but the students, and I speak
for myself, feel that they are learning the material and gaining the
knowledge they want to receive in
a certain course. I do not see why a
personality factor should cause
any trouble at all. I did not come to
Northeastern to judge which
teacher has the best personality
but rather to get an education, and
I feel that Dr. Silverstein is succeeding very satisfactorily in giving me this desired education in
his field of Sociology.
To cite one example of his concern for his students, I would like
to relate an incident that happened
to me just today. I was in doubt
about a grade I received from Dr.
Silverstein on a paper I did for
him, so I went to his office. Upon
reaching the office, I noticed that
he was busy writing something,
but I knocked on the door anyway.
I asked him ifl would be bothering
him if I interrupted him for a moment. He immediately put aside
what he was doing and spent a
good deal of time with me, going
over my paper and answering any
questions I had. He also told me to
fell free at any time to come and
talk to him when I had a problem.
When I left his office, I felt very
reassured and confident of myself.
This is real concern for students, a
concern which I feel that a lot
more teachers should have.
I am convinced that Dr. Silverstein is a teacher who should be at
Northeastern educating the students and assisting them in any
way he can, as he has been doing,
and I believe that to dismiss him

As a Sociology major, I am extremely concerned about the quality of teaching in the Sociology
Department.
Dr. Sanford Silverstein has
shown he is concerned, he is an
excellent teacher, and he has deepened my interest in Sociology. He
has made me feel free to go to him
with questions if I wish and has
made the sociology class I have
with him very worthwhile.
I urge you to permit Dr. Silverstein to remain at Northeastern so I
may take further courses from
him.
Sincerely, •
(Mrs .) Jan Ellen Marshall

To Whom This May Concern:
I was deeply affected upon
hearing that Dr. Silverstein would
be removed from the staff at
Northeastern Illinois State College.
I was one of the fortunate ones
to be able to experience the class
situation with a dedicated and gifted man. Dr. Silverstein has been
the most influential and informative · professor that I have had
throughout my college education.
I was, to say the least, shocked to
hear he would be fired.
I sincerely hope that this decision is reconsidered because Dr.
Silverstein's removal from the
staff would leave a big gap between student body and the administration that Dr. Silverstein
capably filled.
Northeastern Illinois State College will loose a great and capable
man should Dr. Silverstein be
fired.
Sincerely yours
Narciso Guerra

Dear Dr. Farr:
Having been a student of Dr.
Silverstine's, I feel that his retention and grant of tenure are of the
utmost importance. Rapport between the students and Dr. Silverstein ·d uring class sessions is very
good and this is said in consideration of the importance of this
topic. I believe that the sociology
department will not gain anything
by his leaving and the suffering
caused by this will be had only by
his prospective students.
Respectfully,
Stephen Nulott

More letters for Dr. Silverstein
next week.
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free classifieds
· People who work at coverall, don't always cover oil.
Dear Inter Vars ity Pagon Fellowship, I
would like to help you out, but I can ' t
Sacrifice my time. A Virgin
Celebrotion ....... o
N.I.S.C.

musical

ploy

at

Don't groove on Judaism because it isn ' t
activist? Rap (with ) the rabbi-Tuesday.
a t 1 p.m. in the A-Lounge, near the
phones . (You won't get hung-up.)
Who's driving you (Crazy) J. Bear. Iggy
& Moc.
TH E COACH HOUSE-a unique Jewish
community coffee house featuring
b r i n g-your-own-records, moke-yourown-sondwic hes, folk music, jam sessions, informal discussions, reading ma terials, croft supplies. This is a non-profit student cooperative. Saturday evenings 8:00 to Midn igh t; Sundays 7:00 to
11 :00. 7101 ½ N . Greenview. For further
information, coll 346-6700, ext. 421.

Roge r Friz is runn ing for SGB Senator.
He is not affiliated wi th any organiza tions . His concern is the people-A vote
for him is a vote for us.
Beaver, " Betsy Busty"- Honey Bee-I will
always be your friend . ZIP
The Mon In General Stores Could Use A
Little From Time To Time .
Come hear the music ... ond le t it touch
you . Hear the lyrics ... they too, mean
something. Celebration
Friz is a Whiz-Vote for him.
THE COACH HOUSE-A JEWISH COFFEE
HOUSE ?! 7101½ N. Greenview . SATURDAY 8-12, SUNDAY 7 -1 1, FOL K ROCK,
CRAFTS, KOSHER FOOD, HIP PEOPLE.
Yvonne : To celebrate the Anniversary of
your Birth-we linguenberries wish you
a good day!
Who is Big "C'"s Beau?

Kathy I, Con I be your little sister? Sue

Lynn, It's nice to have a big sister that's
a little smaller than me. Sue

J. Bear hos been seen and caught-Iggy
& Moc

"Ce lebration" Porty-Morch 22--3 to 5
North Dining Holl.

Lynn , It just goes to show that good
things come in small packages. Sue

Attention Eddie (Samuel) Adler, Welcome to NISC. Do these words remind
you
of anything?
Kontemplotion?
Sorolynn? lloroe? Do not worry all
things hove come to the post!

Ed : Sorry for not meeting you at 10:00
A.M.-twice yet-Janey
Rap (with) the rabbi. Hong your hang ups. A-Lounge, next to the phones. Tues day at 1 p.m.
B.B.: Congratulations on becoming a
doctor. A Patient.
The sun is just behind the dork shadows! CELEBRATION
Dione is Beautifu l.
A vote for Roger Friz is a Vote against
tuition increase and a vote for student
participation.
Jewish College and Graduate Students.
COACH HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE. SATURDAY 8-12, SUNDAY 7-11. THE COACH
HOUSE-A JEWISH 'THING' 7101½ N.
GREENVIEW. WITH DATE OR WITHOUT;
TO MEET PEOPLE AND TO BE ALONE .
MUSIC GOOD, GOOD PEOPLE .
Some people soy . t hat tonight is the
night when the bird will fly and eat
away the light-CELEBRATION
J. Bear is be ing w atched
friends-Iggy & Moc

by

his

Dedication for new counceling center
R.K. - How 's your sun? N.H .

C&D: Are you wil ling to shore me? J .B.
C&D: I keep it under my pillow at night.
J.B.

Atten : Sharon of LSA, What would your
parakeet like for its birthday? (The sexmanioc and I will be coming to its party) Bird seed? Rubbe r-pants? Please let
me know.

Attention oil you Nationality bigots, just
wait until Luxemburg tokes over the
world! You ' ll be sorry. You too Fifi!
Kingsy R. of Lux . I.
C&D : Why don't you ever come visit me
anymore? You know what times I' m
there. Are you trying to ignore me? Soe

Announcing my new nephew Stas' jr.
Congratulation Stan and Rosie .
Celeb rate Life This Lent, Moss at 11 :00
A.M . at Newmon 5450 N. Kimba ll.

C&D: Words ore beginning to lose their
meaning (and interest) for me since I
met you. J.B.

King Arthur-Look out for Lancelot. Effie

Student discount tickets available for
most loop shows-watch for them .

Captain Marvel-Be ing trapped in that
Eg yptian tomb wi th you was fun . Let's
do do it again _s ometime. Tootsie
Woots ie

Beouregord : Glod to hear you're a
Libra! The Boys in the Bond.
Beau regard ts WEIRD .

Tulouse-Whot did you say you were sic k
with? Fifi

Rocky-How con you be the mother of
my son? E.M.

C. & D.: I'll never forget you! J .B.

~-----------~---
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ALSO FEATURING OUR
TRUMPET CENTER.

-~----,,-'

I

I

BOTH DIVISIONS OF
' PRAGER & RITT E R, IN C.

;.

IG1 BSON'S, FENDER'S..;. REWIRED FOR
"FUNKY" OLD SOUND.

I

" Celebration" Tickets at Box Office!

I
I
I

LIBERAL TRADE - IN ALLOWANCES
AT THE WORLD.'S LARGEST GUITAR STORE .

HA 7-5327

Hey Scoob-only a couple more months.
Snoozn ie

I

COUPON

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS AD

216 s. WABASH

I

HA7-8434

1·

I
REPAIRS AND I
REFRETTIHG I

The Summer Film Series

C&D: I'm as lonely as a damned beaver
for you! J .B.

To Denny of the EVPF: I cannot come on
Wednesday at 12:00. I hove a class at
that time . Would it be possible to
change? Signed: The person our advisor
was supposed to coll.

Happy Birthday Kolo Nuts .
Hurray for No. 123.

FOR SALE
For Sole: 2 F70-14 and 2 G70- 14 Goodyear Polyglos Tires. All 4 $25. Coll Poul
656-1949.
For Sole: 2 7.75- 14 Snow tires on Ford
rims. $15 for Both. Coll Les 774-4156.
For Sole: 1963 Bu ick Special, 4dr. Sedan;
automatic trans. Coll 262-1006.
1965 Foirlone Sports Coupe Power steering -automatic tronsmission-$500.00 or
best offer. 825-84 12

---------------~:::;;:::::~:::::7·

Wonted : Ye Olde Ta'j~es. When you hove
finished using those tapes for Language
Lob, Bring them to the Physics Prep
room (B- 130) Where we con put them to
good use.

By Neal Tarshis for the Free Film Committee

The following films are the Free Films Committee cinema offerings
-for the Spring-Summer 1971 trimester
May I I Bedazzeled -A fine English comedy starring the comedy team of
Moore and Cook and co-starring Raquel Welsh
May 18 Seven Sanuri • A c_lassic Japanese action film directed by Kurasawa and the basis for the American film Magnificent Seven. Subtitled.
May 25 Take the Money and Run • A recent comedy starring and directed by Woody Allen. Also with The World of Jacques Cousteau• A
good documentary narrated by Orsen Welles .
June 1 Genesis II - A compilation of award-winning short experimental
films. This program will be shown three times during the day.
June 8th Citizen Kane • One of the greatest films of all times, starring
and directed by Orsen Welles at the height of his powers.
June 15 - Sky Above, Mud Below• An award winning French documentary about the jungle and natives of New Guinea dubbed.
June 22 King Kong• The big monkey will be here this time for sure, I
promise you.
June 29 M - A great classic, Peter Lorre's portrayal of an insane child
killer is fantastic, as is Fritz Lang's direction. Subtitled.
July 6 Modern Times • Starring and directed by Charlie Chaplin, with
Paulette Goddard. A beautiful classic, in many ways . Superior to Great
Dictator, which was popular here this term.
July 13 Diaboliene - An Acadamy Award winner for best foreig n film,
this little French gem of a horror film stars Simone Signoret. Subtiiled.
J,.uly 20 Juliet of the Spirits - An avantegard trip with Fellini - dubbed or
subtitled.
July 27 All Quiet On The Western Front - A fine anti-war film starring
Lew Ayres. Tough made in 1930, perhaps still the best of its type ever
made.
August 3 First Annual Northeastern Illinois State College Student Film
Contest and Festival - There will be considerable information forth
coming in the near future concerning this project. In the meanwhile,
contact Larry Zgoda or sign the sheet on the wall of Caro·l Burke's office
(across from E-210), Larry's phone number is on the list.
August 10 - They Shoot Horses Don't They? - Starring Jane Fonda,
Micheal Sarrazin, Susannah York and Gig Young. A superb recent
motion picture for which G. Young won the Academy Award and from
which Jane Fonda was cheated on the same.

For Sole: "70" ts 250 Suzuki Savage. Excellent Condition, Full Knobby, Compression Release plus extras 2400 miles
. $650.00. 848 -4794.
Bell & Howell Super 8 Comero -Fi lmosound $45 583-6365.
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GIANT HAMBURGERS
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640z. Pito611 ol Mill,,', B,,, 11 .75
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LIGHT OR DARK

Jc::>

............rt ICltOVIS

CASUAL AND COZY

ROARING FIREPLACE

AWARD-WINNING ROCK MUSICAL

To eat here or take out
BARBECUE RIBS

"It's Just a Hit"- - Leonard, TRIBUNE

Bratwurst & other "greai"
Charcoal Broiled Items

''Touching and Funny,"- - Harris, DAILY NEWS

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

J\,,

t::•

11

.. Superb"- - Dettmer, CHICAGO TODAY

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.

7daysa~

SPECIAL STUDEHT-FACUL TY RATES $3.00
SEATS AS AVAILABLE MOH. THRU THURS. EVES.

AMPlE FREE PARKING

Hon,. St. 973-GHO 1447 II. Wolls 6M·2393
"Prices For The Student's Budget"

. . ~ ~ ~ ~ - - -. -- .

~ ~~

Its a Winning .Show," - - Syse, SUN TIMES

.

Civic THEATRE 20

NO . WACKER ORIVE.
CHICAGO· PHONE 372-4814

Bell & Howell Super 8 Camero Electric
Eye $30.00. 583 -6365.
Free puppies to good homes. Short haired mixed terriers . Healthy . 2 moles and
4 females . Coll 685-5268 ofter 3:00 p.m.
For Sole: 2¼ X 3¼ Polaroid Camero
with adjustable lens, filter, flash gun,
instruction book, and leather carrying
case. Like new and worth lots more than
$15.00. 677-5508 Ask for Sue
I hove lost my. coble release . It fits only
Nikon cameras, and therefore cannot
be of use to those without a Nikon.
Please return it. If you spot the little devil please bring it to Jock in the Print
office .
Am looking for girl who mo.deled for me
lost week on tombstones . Need her desperately!!! Just coll 583-5843 and leove
a message for Ted. Thanks alot.

· For Sole: '59 TR-3 for ports best offer.
Vl7-7915.
For Sole: '66 Ford Country Sedan Station
Wagon . Excellent Condition $900.00-offer . Vl7-7915
Wonted : 64-66 MGB (wrecked) need
front end but will buy whole car if
cheap . Vl7-7915
For Sole: '68 Plymouth Rood Runner.
$1550 or best. Coll 777-8394.
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Illinois state high school basketball predictions
By Brian Kilmnick
C,

Around this time of year interest usually runs high about the Illinois State High School Basketball Championship. This
story was written on Monday so some or maybe even all the teams I have chosen may have already been eliminated. So,
here are my predictions for the state tournament:

C,

at CARBONDALE
BENTON
NASHVILLE

(29-1)
(24-3)

I)
>BENTON
OAK LAWN

at EVANSTON
NEW TRIER EAST
OAK LAWN

(18-7)
(24-2)

at PEORIA
PEORIA WOODRUFF
SPRINGFIELD LANPHIER
at DeKALB
ELGIN LARKIN
ROCKFORD BOYLAN

6)
OAK LAWN
SPRINGFIELD LANPHIER

SPRINGFIELD LANPHIER
ELGIN LARY.IN
(22-6)
QUINCY CATHOLIC
THORNRIDGE

THORNRIDGE
PARIS

(19-8)
(22-8)
PARIS
NORMAL U. HIGH ,
(21- )
(25-3)

at CRETE-MONEE
HARLAN
THORNRIDGE

(22-5)
(27-1)

0
I)
I)

BONNIE c.,
KOLOC
(I

2WEEKS ONLY
March 8th thru 20th

at NORMAL
NORMAL U. HIGH
DANVILLE

{27-1)
{24-6)

Package includes:
Meal, Tax, Ti£, & Cover

RESERVATIONS MUST
BE MADE IN
ADVANCE

.,
.,

GRANDSTAND
SEATING
$2.50 ($3.00 Fri. & Sat.)

(I

PLUS
2 Drink Minimum
No Reservation Necessary

(I

A tricycle race is being sponsored
by IIT. All interested students who
wish to enter this race are requested to drop a letter off in E 214
addressed to either Mike Kesselman or Brian Kilmnick.

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p .m . ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m.
2 for the price of 1

Ladies Night-Every Thurs.
Sc Beer-25c Mix Drinks
Wed. - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

mmM YOUR OWil HORN WITH
APPAREL FROM
3401 W. LAWRENCE

:

CHGO.

'

7-0220

4935 W. OAKTON

~
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0
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C,

0

1028 N. RUSH St.
943-2233

C,

Package available
at all

C,

ea a

In conclusion, I predict that OAK LAWN will win the State Championship, with THORNRIDGE finishing second,
SPRINGFIELD LANPHIER finishing third, defeating PARIS in the consolation game. Therefore, PARIS will finish
fourth .

6}

DINNER-SHOW
Package
$9.75
($10.75 Fri & Sat.)

C,
(22-8)
{29-0)

677-1381

OAK LAWN

C,

at CHARLESTON
GRANITE CITY
PARIS

SKOKIE

I)

OAK LAWN
THORNRIDGE

(13-17)

at MACOMB
KEWANEE
QUINCY CATHOLIC

co

(I

The Crystal Voice of-
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